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hte to deliver technology and service to Flanders Materials Centre

Heidelberg (Germany) – September 1st, 2005 – hte Aktiengesellschaft, the high throughput exper-

imentation company, announced today that it has entered into a 3-year collaboration agreement

with the Flanders Materials Centre in Belgium (Flamac). hte will deliver a series of integrated

solutions for high throughput formulations research.

The workflows to be created by hte will encompass sample preparation, application and charac-

terization and will integrate proprietary innovations along with component instruments from a

number of third party vendors to speed up materials research. Critical to the successful roll-out

of these workflows, hte’s comprehensive suite of software technologies will provide the essential

experimental design, process control, data management and data analysis capabilities for this

complete research infrastructure. Consulting, maintenance and support services provided by hte

will ensure that the collaboration between both parties benefits from hte’s extensive experience

in integrating and operating high-throughput R & D facilities. hte and Flamac expect delivery of

the first integrated research workflow to Flamac’s new research centre in Ghent, Belgium, in early

2006.

“With this collaboration we see hte’s expertise and validated technologies for high throughput

experimentation being brought to yet another field of R & D,” commented Dirk Demuth, CEO of

hte, “We are delighted to have this opportunity to implement high-productivity solutions for for-

mulations research in partnership with the Flanders Materials Centre.” “The agreement with hte is

one more important step towards establishing Flamac as a provider of high-throughput services

to materials companies and the materials science community”, stated Luc Gellens, chairman of

Flamac. “We look forward to a successful collaboration with hte.”

About hte

hte provides integrated technology solutions and services to chemical industry clients that enable

significant enhancement in innovation productivity by application of high-throughput experimen-

tation. hte brings the benefit of its extensive expertise in deploying these methods to its clients

either through research collaborations based at hte’s facilities in Heidelberg, Germany, or through

implementation at the client’s research site of bespoke, integrated hardware and software solu-

tions. hte is an independent, privately-held company, founded in 1999 with a staff of over 60

employees.

About the hte software suite

hte’s workflows for high-throughput experimentation are integrated and enabled by custom soft-

ware architectures built from our suite of proprietary software developments. Our comprehen-

sive, web-enabled data management solution, myhteTM, provides an environment within which



scientists can design experiments and then organize, share, visualize and analyze data for col-

laborative, knowledge-driven decision making. myhteTM is unique in its ability to assimilate sam-

ple synthesis, characterization and analysis data and to address the specific challenges of high-

throughput experimentation. hteControl is our comprehensive and highly flexible process control

system that drives the experimental hardware and manages data capture; ancillary modules facil-

itate experimental set-up.

About Flamac

Early 2005 Flanders Materials Centre (Flamac) was founded by three leading industries with im-

portant research and development activities in Flanders (Agfa, Umicore and Arcelor) together

with Agoria Vlaanderen. Financial support is provided by the three industries and by the Flemish

government. Flamac’s objective is to become a competence centre in “High Throughput Method-

ologies” to support research for the materials industry. This way, innovative research for new

materials, their properties and applications will be accelerated and broadened. Flamac will de-

velop and apply combinatorial experimentation methods and pragmatic modelling techniques to

that purpose. It wants to offer a service in collaborative research between industry, universities

and research centres. Its laboratories will be based in Ghent, Belgium.
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